
Friends of North Merchiston Cemetery  
 
Date/Time: 7th September 2021,  6.30pm  
Venue: North Merchiston Cemetery 

 

Meeting Minutes 
 
Present : Mamie Donald, Juliet Wilson, Paul Smyth, Shona Cooper, Lauren McKay, Neil Walker, Alex 
O’Hare 

Apologies: Russell Easton 

1. Previous actions and minutes 

Following clarification from the council, it was made clear that insurance was 
required to participate in the Doors Open Day. Without sufficient time or budget to 
arrange, it was decided we would not participate this year. Neil suggested the 
possibility of exploring partnering with other organisations, as there was no appetite 
within the wider Friends Umbrella group to purchase the required insurance. 
 

2. Charitable status 

It remains unclear as to what type of charitable status is required by the group, if 
any. Alex clarified that if we have no income beyond grants then it is not of interest 
to HMRC.  
Action - Paul to seek clarification of position. 
 

3. Bank account 

Action - Signatures still require to be sent to Alex.  
Current balance £678.89 
£15.58 expenditure for domain name to be expensed to Mamie. 
Alex suggested it would be useful to know if the funding received this year would 
continue in future years. No specific action taken but perhaps could be pursued with 
council? 
 

4. Leaflets   

Agreement to purchase leaflets from Vistaprint as cheapest supplier. 1000 leaflets to 
be printed. 
Action - Alex and Mamie to co-ordinate on purchase of leaflets. 
 

5. Website - domain name. 

Domain name has now been purchased. Agreement to set up site on Wordpress. 
Mamie and Paul to take forward. 



 
6. Twitter account 

Account has been set up and has over 120 followers. Juliet is tweeting frequently but 
could also do with more historical content for tweets. If anyone else would like to 
tweet contact Paul for the account details. 
 

7. Magdalene notice 

Funding bid was unsuccessful as focus for award needed to be more environmental 
than historical. Juliette to explore other potential options for grant funding. Mamie 
will circulate the wording for the notice. Action on Lauren to contact Jolita Thor 
(UoE writer on the Magdalene Institutions in Scotland) and ask her to review 
wording. Action on Paul to contact HT at Dalry Primary to explore potential for a 
project on the Magdalene. 
 

8. Next meeting 

It was agreed that meetings should be the first Tuesday of each month at 6.30 in The 
Diggers 
 

9. AOCB 

Producers of TiCL App have contacted us offering to create an app for free. Action 
on Mamie to review. 
It was noted that Dalry cemetery have received 3 benches. Action on Mamie will 
follow up to see if we are also entitled to these and the position regarding the 
noticeboard. 
Donation of birdboxes from Dalry has gone quiet. 

 

The next meeting will be held at The Diggers, 6.30 p.m. on Tuesday 5th October. (tbc) 

 

New Actions Owner Status 
Seek clarification of charitable position. PS New 
Alex and Mamie to co-ordinate on purchase of leaflets. MD 

AOH 
New 

Explore possible charitable funding JW New 
Contact Jolita Thor (UoE writer on the Magdalene Institutions in 
Scotland) and ask her to review wording 

LM New 

Circulate wording for Magdalene notice for review MD/All New 
Contact HT at Dalry Primary to explore potential for a project on 
the Magdalene 

PS New 

Review TiCL App MD New 



Contact council regarding benches and noticeboard MD New 
Previous Actions   
Clarify insurance costs for council if doing walks JW Complete 
qr codes to be taken forward MD Ongoing 
JPEG signatures sent to Alex for accounts £678.89 (€800) All Ongoing 
check if we can do litter picking JW Complete 
contact council about activities JW Complete 
Alex, to set up membership group  Ongoing 
Website set up MD PS Ongoing 

 


